
TOTAL EXCELLIUM DIESEL is a premium fuel blended to meet local specifications, such as EN 590 in the 
European Union, and enhanced with proprietary Total additives to deliver added properties. Compared to a 
diesel not containing these specific additives, these qualities ensure exceptional engine cleanliness and bring 
a sustainable protection to make it more efficient, more economical and less polluting.

Thanks to its improved properties, TOTAL EXCELLIUM DIESEL delivers the following benefits as 
compared to a fuel not containing the specific additives:
• Performance of the engine maintained over time,
• A reduction in energy consumption of 1,1%* in average for light vehicles and 2,7%* in average 
for light commercial vehicles,
• A reduction of polluting emissions and CO2.
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Leveraging innovation to serve continuous improvement, the Total Ecosolutions program involves developing products 
and services that enable our customers to improve their environmental footprint. For any question or to learn more 
about theTotal Ecosolutions program and the labeled products and services, go to: www.ecosolutions.total.com/en

Indepedendent auditor EY has verified that this product 
was labeled according to the method described in the 
Total Ecosolutions Guidelines and that the guidelines 
comply with the principles set out  in the ISO 14020 and 
14021 standards which govern environmental claims and 
particularly their accuracy.

 The Total Ecosolutions  Advantage

External verification

between 1,1% and  2,7% 
reduction in energy consumption*

On the whole lifecycle:

between 1,1% and 2,7% 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions*

*Compared to a fuel not containing the specific additives. 
Results obtained thanks to a statistical analysis conducted in 
2014 by the ALTRAN company from 10,614 fuel consumption 
data of light vehicles and from 1,448 fuel consumption data 
of light commercial vehicles. Results may vary according to 
vehicle type.
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